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McGrath Limited recently announced that it would substantially bolster its
project marketing division, McGrath Projects, securing two highly respected
industry specialists Colin Griffin and Murray Wood, who will join as Associate
Directors.

In announcing the appointments, McGrath CEO Geoff Lucas, said he believed
the time was right to focus on the re-emergence of the off-plan development
sector post COVID-19 and saw excellent opportunities for growth in this area
for the company.
“We are making a strategic move to proactively invest in our business now by
re-energising our Projects Division. I am particularly pleased that McGrath
is able to attract such outstanding project marketers as Colin and Murray,
who will work with our existing team (Associate Director James Bell and GM
Developments Mick Bevan), to expand our capability and grow our market share
across the CBD and metropolitan precincts of Sydney.
Mr. Lucas added, “We also believe now more than ever there will be a flight to
quality in off-plan developments and buyers will seek projects of substance and
high quality. As a company, we believe the time is right to position ourselves
with the very best team in project marketing as we emerge from COVID-19,” Mr
Lucas concludes.
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POST COVID-19
DEVELOPERS
WILL NEED TO
ADAPT
We are already seeing many well-known development groups swiftly adapt by
showcasing new and off-the-plan property sales with new techniques. Within
the first two weeks of the pandemic groups such as Salta Property quickly
re-shot the comprehensive sales and marketing suites with cutting edge flythrough photography:

We also expect to see that developers with secured funds or adequate equity
in place are likely to proceed with construction without a significant amount
of pre-sales in place. We believe that will show absolute confidence for our
purchasers in so far as there is no uncertainty of construction commencement
(meaning a likely move-in date can be accurately predicted).

WILL WE SEE
RENEWED
OFF-SHORE
INTEREST?

In a recent article published our CEO Mr Geoff Lucas was quoted as saying:
“We see great opportunity in the future of the development sector,
notwithstanding the current environment. Australia has been in the world
spotlight for the exemplary way it has navigated its way through the pandemic
and will again be considered as the land of opportunity and a safe haven for
many. The Government has made swift decisions based on medical advice,
and not political posturing and this positions Australia very well for the future.
We believe that this will have a positive impact on confidence levels and our
younger population seeking homeownership in the longer term as well as the
broader market”.
If measures such as the abolishment of the ‘Foreign Purchaser Tax’ were
introduced, we would expect to see renewed interest from not only our Asian
neighbours, but from as far afield as the USA, UK and Europe. Reoccurring
feedback from many of our offshore purchasers shows that Australia is
renowned for our climate, fresh produce (fruit & vegetables), and clean air. Our
University’s and tertiary schooling systems are highly regarded as a preferred
choice for education purposes. We would expect to see offshore enquiry
strengthen in the immediate months ahead and a likely increase in sales
volumes over the longer term.
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